Bayes Centre,
Edinburgh

Bayes Centre is one of
five hubs selected for
funding by the 1.3bn City
Region Deal to deliver data
technology that supports
sectors of the future.

Strategic Location - one of UK’s most dynamic places
for the tech sector, attracting the highest calibre of
international experts in Data Science and Artificial
Intelligence, supporting the University’s bold decision to
locate centrally. The completion of Bayes formalises the
University Quarter and the east-west spine including the
forthcoming Edinburgh Futures Institute by Bennetts.
Part of Potterrow – Bayes’ completion realises the
final phase of Bennetts Associates’ 15 year scheme and
is physically connected with the Informatics Forum,
recipient of the Andy Doolan prize for Best Building in
Scotland and the BCO Corporate Workplace Award.
Education and Business Hub – Bayes enables
partnership and collaboration between 9 groups, plus
major data industry partners such as Intel, NHS and
the Edinburgh Centre for Robotics, all housed under the
same roof.
Interaction – Bennetts’ design ignites serendipitous
collaboration between academics, students, start-ups,
spin outs and industry partners through a tiered atrium
with gathering spaces, open circulation stairs and spaces
that create opportunities for people to meet and share
ideas; they are the points where everyone in the building
comes together.
Permeability – the ground level is a publicly accessible
floor, with active uses throughout; café, seminar rooms,
visitor centre, Design Informatics studios as well as the
Robotics Labs are all designed to be a showcase on display.
City Interaction – Bayes’ central Edinburgh location is
enhanced with urban moves, through a public courtyard,
the permeability of the ground plane, the strategically
designed colonnade and pends, multiple entrances to
provide access from key points of arrival, an impressive
presence at all corners, and carefully-placed windows to
provide users with unique views to the city.
Flexibility – Bayes manifests the ability of a Higher
Education institution to provide a wide range of
worksettings for a multitude of academic and corporate
tenants, and a future-proofed environment with high
levels of sustainability.

“We look forward
to bringing together
experts from research
and industry in this
collaborative space, to
apply data science and AI
to some of society’s most
interesting challenges
and opportunities.”
Dr Michael Rovatsos,
Director, Bayes Centre

The Informatics Forum (left) and the
Bayes Centre (right) face each other
across the courtyard, on the route
from Bristo Square to Potterrow

The Brief

A new world-class
business and learning
centre for the University
of Edinburgh
The Bayes Centre brings together academics and students
working in the fields of Data Technology, Design Informatics,
Maths and Robotics with start-up / spin-out companies
and industrial collaborators. It is a building worthy of
Edinburgh’s reputation and leadership in these fields.
An impressive atrium with break out areas, open plan
working spaces and a large ground floor café facilitates
interaction between different disciplines, bringing
together departments previously spread across the
city in many smaller buildings. A venue is provided for
conferences, seminars and social events for academics
from across the UK and beyond. Collaborators can enjoy
the fourth floor roof garden with its stunning views of
Arthur’s Seat.
The proposal occupies a pivotal piece of the University’s
city centre estate and acts as a prominent gateway into
the University Quarter. It is the final phase of the Potterrow
Development, following the completion of the much
lauded Informatics Forum and Dugald Stewart Building,
also by Bennetts Associates and completed in 2008. We
are fortunate to have this opportunity to complete the
urban block and courtyard of the original scheme.

Bayes Centre atrium
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Left: The Pend,
leading from
Potterrow to the
courtyard

The new building adheres to the general principles of the
original design and uses the same external materials:
sandstone from Berwick to the outside of the city
block and polished white concrete to the interior of the
courtyard, with prominent feature windows and double
height balconies on a city scale. The entrance colonnade
on Potterrow and the oak lining to protected walls and
soffits give coherence to the whole block. Public routes
across the site are maintained, enhanced by a tree-filled
courtyard with access to the public café opening onto this.
Internally we have considered the building to be a cousin
of Informatics rather than a twin. An impressive fivestorey top-lit atrium space has the same helical white
steel stairs, but also has the main stair flying across the
atrium and back at high level. Cellular offices, openplan working areas, meeting rooms, coffee areas and
break out spaces support the 600-660 people working
here. At ground and first floors there are large state of
the art Robotics labs that showcase the University’s
groundbreaking work.

Concept model
showing the public
route through the
site and courtyard
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The Occupiers
The Bayes Centre brings together 600 expert thinkers from across the spectrum:
PhD students, academic researchers and university staff working alongside
tech-focused businesses, start-ups and ‘spin out’ initiatives. It offers world-class
robotics labs, open-plan and flexible working office spaces based on the practice’s
research into ‘synergetic’ design, to boost research and collaboration. Alongside
these sit more traditional lecture theatres, studios and workshop facilities.
Second Floor

Fifth Floor
The University of Edinburgh’s School of Informatics is
the largest European centre of research and teaching in
computation, information and cognition.
Hosted within the University of Edinburgh, Informatics
Ventures delivers programmes to help Scotland’s ambitious
technology entrepreneurs.

First Floor

Fourth Floor

The Data Lab enables industry, public sector and worldclass university researchers to innovate and develop new
data science capabilities.
EPCC is an international centre of excellence in highperformance and data-intensive computing for industry
and academia.
The Centre for Design Informatics designs systems for
better human data interaction, in diverse settings such as
health, culture, mobility and finance.
International Centre for Mathematical Sciences to support
research in the mathematical sciences, and develops and
organises international workshops and conferences.

Ground Floor

Third Floor

The Edinburgh Centre for Robotics is a national centre for
excellence focusing on Robotics and Autonomous Systems
(RAS) technology.
The Alan Turing Institute is the national institute for data
science, with its headquarters at the British Library.

Centre for Design Informatics
Edinburgh Centre for Robotics
Alan Turing Institute
EPCC
School of Informatics

Commercial Partners
Commercialisation
The Data Lab
International Centre for Mathematical Sciences
Maxwell Institute for Mathematical Sciences

Bringing together the research activities of Edinburgh
and Heriot-Watt Universities, the Maxwell Institute for
Mathematical Sciences encompasses all areas of modern
mathematical science research, ranging from pure subjects
to applications.
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The cafe at Bayes Centre,
with a display of early
robots on the left
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The Potterrow Development
South Elevation
1: 500 @ A3
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Ground Floor Plan

Third Floor Plan

The pedestrian route from Potterrow

“Bayes Centre is the final phase
of the University of Edinburgh’s
Potterrow development, which
we began in 2003 following an
architectural competition. It has
been a privilege to observe the
development taking its place
at the centre of University life
and playing a pivotal role in
the evolution of Edinburgh’s
highly successful ‘tech’ sector,
something that now extends well
beyond the University itself.”
Rab Bennetts, Founding Director,
Bennetts Associates

Press Release
23.10.2018
Award-winning architecture practice Bennetts Associates has completed the Bayes
Centre, a pivotal piece of the University of Edinburgh’s estate set to transform Edinburgh
city centre into one of UK’s most dynamic places for tech, attracting the highest calibre
of international experts in data science and artificial intelligence.
The 9,500sq m building was completed this September as part of the University’s
investment into world-class facilities on its Potterrow campus, following the much
lauded Informatics Forum and Dugald Stewart Buildings designed and delivered by the
practice’s Edinburgh studio in 2008.
Bayes brings together 600 expert thinkers from across the spectrum: PhD students,
academic researchers and university staff working alongside tech-focused businesses,
start-ups and ‘spin out’ initiatives. It offers world-class robotics labs, open-plan and
flexible working office spaces based on the practice’s research into ‘synergetic’ design,
to boost research and collaboration. Alongside these sit more traditional lecture
theatres, studios and workshop facilities.
The University’s vision for Bayes was to use data science and artificial intelligence to
shape a better future. This demanded a very specific brief for intellectual interaction
and the cross-fertilisation of ideas between employees and researchers who would
traditionally operate discreetly from each other. The Bayes Centre links to the existing
buildings on the campus through a series of interlocking connections across multiple
levels. The large, central atrium promotes a visual ‘transparency’ between groups
housed in the building. The staircases within the atrium provide access across floors
bookended by breakout spaces to encourage serendipitous encounters between
businesses and groups.
Echoing the original city street which ran through the site until the 1960s, Bennetts
Associates cut through a series of entrances and pedestrian routes to create a courtyard
and retain easy-access public spaces. At ground level, floor-to-ceiling windows
encourage public visibility directly into the labs. Here too, facilities and events rooms
are available for the public and students of other disciplines while the ground floor café
straddles the atrium and the courtyard, affording a centralised point for socialisation.
Further outdoor green space available to the building’s residents via large roof gardens
affords stunning views towards Arthur’s Seat.
“We look forward to bringing together experts from research and industry in this
collaborative space, to apply data science and AI to some of society’s most interesting
challenges and opportunities.” – Dr Michael Rovatsos, Director, Bayes Centre.
Bayes Centre is the first of five data-driven innovation hubs being created as part of
the recently announced Edinburgh and South East Scotland City Region Deal. The new
hubs will help business and public sector organisations improve products and services
through collaboration with researchers and data analysts.

Above: the ground floor lecture room,
with the robotics laboratory beyond
Left: The stepped atrium facilitates
informal meetings and workplaces at
the stairs and lifts

The combined roof terrace of the Informatics Forum and
Bayes Centre, with spectacular views towards Arthur’s Seat
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